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Abstract

The study was intended to determine the relationship
between the District rnternar Mock Examination (DÏME) and

the nationar Kenya certificate of primary Ed.ucation in
assessing standard I pupíIst performance. The prinrary

schools were categorised into boyst boarding (A) , girlst
boarding (B), single stream co-educational day (C) and

multi-stream co-educational day schools (D). After being

matched ín terms of pupil enrolment and national KcpE

performance in 1986, twelve schools from Kericho (6) and

Kisii (6) srere serected. DIME and nationar KcpE scores in
English Language, Mathematics, Science and Agriculture, and.

Àggregate for standard I pupils (n=56I) were analyzed.

The findings show that: a) there rÀ¡as a significant
performance difference beÈween DIME and national KcpE

scores; b) boys¡ boarding schools had the highest 1evel of
performance in all dependent variables; c) gÍrls boarding

schools had lower leve1 of performance in Mathematics; d)

multi-st,ream co-educational day schools had relat,ively low

performancei and, e) all correlations hrere in a positive
directÍon and lrere statistically significant"

Àlthough there are performance differences between DIME

and national KCPE, they are significantly and positively
correlated. The DIME acts as a preparatory model for
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national KCPE. It is recornmended that (i) DIME scores should

be incorporated into national KCPE scorest (ii) each

dist,rict should publish a DIME newsletter; and, (íii)
initiate in-service training on measurement and evaluation.
Further research areas are suggested.
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Summary Outline

Chapter One, outlines the objectives of the study; the

statement of the probrern; the research guestions and the

significance of the study.

Chapter Thro, discusses, first, the contextual
background about Kenyan economy; the demand. for formal

education; andr-the development of external examinations in
Kenya" second, the review of literature on the theoreticar
rore of and criticisms about external examinationsi the
practice of externar examinations; and, the serection
options that have been tried in Third world countries. And,

third, the research hypotheses are stated.

Chapt,er Three, outlines the study places; the research

design; the nature of the information corlected; the data

collection procedures; the sample studiedi and, the

limítations of the study.

Chapter Four, presents the research findings. First the

descriptive analysÍs is presented. Second, inferential
analysis is used to test the research hypotheses.

Chapter Five, sunmary of the findings are presented;

the educational implications are discussed; and, four
recomnendations are made.
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CHÀPTER OhTE

TMIRODUCTÏOT{

OVERVIEI^I: ThÍs chapter, outlines the objectives of the

study; statement of problemi research quest,ions; and,

significance of the study.

The obiectives of the studv

The main purpose of this study was to establish the
performance relationship between the District rnternal Mock

examination (DIME) and the nationar Kenya certificate of
Primary Education (KCPE) examination for standard (grade) I
pupils in Kenya. The study intended to provide useful
information and insights to educational planners and

adninistrators (rninistry offícia1s and school
adninistrators) on how DIME performances relate to nat,ional

KCPE examinations for standard I pupils. This rdas also

intended to benefit the crassroom teachers on understanding

the role of DIME in preparing standard 8 pupils for national

KCPE " And, in general, this study provides some

understanding on how DIME can be used. to assist classroom

teachers in teaching and preparing pupils for national KCPE,

assist in professional development for the teachers, and
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help in írnproving pupil performances in the national KCPE

exarninations, and education in general, in Kenya.

The Staternent of Problem

The KCPE is a nation-wíde paper-pencil examination that
is administered to standard I pupils by the Kenya National

Examination Council (KNEC). The KCPE marks Èhe end of the

primary (elenentary) schooling; and, the end for a 1arge

number of pupils who do not succeed in getting a place in
government, privaÈe t ot rHarambeer (self-help) secondary

(high) schools in Kenya. Basically, KCPE is the mal.n

selection yardstick, in theory and practice, for continuÍng

schoolj.ng into secondary schools in Kenya.

In Kenya, pupils enter standard (grade) one roughly at
the age of 5 to 7 years and go through a fairly wide

subject-based curriculuru for eight years before sitting for
the national KCPE. Agriculture, History, and Religíous

Education are introduced in standard three; Home science in
standard 4, and Mother Tongue is dropped in standard 3

(Eisenon, Hallet & Maundu, 1986). The main rationale behind

such a broad subject-based curriculum at the prinary leveI

is to rcater for the rnajority of the children for whom

prirnary education is the terminal Istress added]' (Republic

of Kenya, 1984, p.4). The phraseology rterminal¡ has been

explained, at length, by Davies (1986) as follows:



This is not the death blov¡ that the word inplies,
but merely indicates that particular levels of
schooling should be complete in themselves, and
shoul-d not be seen sinply as a preparatj.on for the
next stage. Those leaving the formal system after
primary schooling are no longer designatedrdropouLsr , but as tprJ-mary school graduates I , who
have acguired a sufficient range of skills for
them to be economically self-sufficient or to
continue learning independently (p. I98).

All the subjects taught in standard I are examinable.

They are grouped into 6 papers as follows: English

Language; Kiswahili; Mathematicsi Home science, Arts and

Crafts; Science and Agriculture; Geography, History, Civics

and Religion. The examination papers consist of essay

(especially English Language and Kiswahili) and nultiple-
choice iterns marked out of 1OO. The raür scores are

translaÈed into letter grades as follows3 A, .4,-, B*, B, B-,

C*, C, C-, D*, D, D-, and E. In this study these letter
grades were converted into numeric values: A=12, A-=11,

B*=10, B=9, B-=8, C*=7, C=6, C-=5, D*=4, D=3, D-=2, and E=].

Thus, the highest aggregate performance for a pupil is 72

point,s (6 x 12) and the lowest is 6 points (6 x 1). On the

basis of grades on these papers, pupils are seLected and

allocat,ed, firstly, to national secondary schools; secondly,

to provincial and district secondary schools; and, lastly,
to private and rHarambeer secondary schools.

Generally, the guality and hierarchical categorízation

of secondary schools decreases in that order (Carneron &
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Hurst, 1983). Most of the rhigh statusr, nationaL secondary

schools have graduate trained teachers and fairly well
eguipped facilities whereas Èhe najority of the private and

rHarambeer secondary schools have untrained staff and

rninimurn educational facilit,ies (Wellings, L982, 1983 ) .

Cornpetition for entry to the national and provincial
secondary schools is stiff, only the ttopt KCPE candidates

manage to secure places in these schools.

Districts and schools compete to secure the linited
places for theír pupils in secondary schools. The KCÞE

results are eagerly awaited for by teachers, parents and the

students. Nearly every year the KCPE results make headline

news in the locaI dailies. Those districts and schools

which have performed well are listed; top students from each

district are awarded scholarshipsi and, various districts
aq¡ard trophies to the schools with the best results as

incentives and challenges to improve performance in the KCPE

the following year.

Many districts are now organizíng and conducting

district-wide testing, here called DIME, for standard 8

students before they sit for the national KCPE. Valuable

instructional time, energy and materíal are expended on

organizing DIME as a preparatory exercise for the KCPE

candidates. The main gist or thrust, for the DIME is to
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acquaint, standard I pupils to the style of the national
KCPE. It is also presumed that. DIME provides an opportunity
for teachers to compare their students with the other

schools within the district before the national exams.

Hopefully, teachers should use the DIME results as

indicators of the level of performance in the school and.

areas of instructional adjustnents to improve the
performance of their students in the national KCPE,

Until the recent PresÍdential decree to confine DIME to
examination classes, ín Kisii district there krere plans to
extend the DIME to lower classes so that students can get

acguainted to external testing at early stages (Staff,
1986) " In Kericho district, the District Inspector of
Schools sent a circular that stated:

For pupils to be able to pass this important
examination [KCPE], they have to be taught, by very
competent teachers who are all out to produce the
verv best [stress added] " Plans are
underway to test your pupils and it is hoped that
wide coverag'e will have been done in every subject
to enable each pupil to benefít from mock test.
Meanwhile you better continue to crround [stressaddedl them on hoq¡ they can successfully handle
any test in the future (Ministry of Education,
Kericho District, 1987) .

In one of the official KCPE Newsletter for primary science

published by the KNEC, teachers were advised on the type of

DIME that will produce better performances. The DIME is
organized, or rnodelled (tinetabling, printing, marking,
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question itens, etc), ¡along the line pursued by the

examination council¡ (Oxenham, 1982, p.76)" The DIME has

become one of the common strategies for preparing the pupils

for the final KCPE. Yet, litt1e research has been done to
ascertain the rore of DIME in predicting the performance of
standard 8 pupils in the nationaL KCPE. Thís thesis makes

attempt to close this apparent gap. Furthermore, this
thesis attempts to provide insights and data-based

suggestions to educationar planners and administrators for
decision naking; help in understanding the role of DIME and

how the DIME may be adopted to irnprove educational and

instructj.onal performances in the classroornsi and, help in
the cl-assroorn teachersr professional development for the

betterment and improvernent of educational standards in
Kenya "

The research questions

The research intended to gather data that, would atternpt

to ansrder the following research question: What is the

performance relatíonship between the DIME scores and the

nat,ional KCPE scores for standard 8 pupils in Kenya?

SpecÍfical1y, this research question was subdivided into the

following guestionss

1. Is there a significant performance difference

between DIME scores and national KCPE scores for
standard 8 pupils in Kenya?
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What is the performance relationship between DIME

scores and national KCPE scores for standard I
pupils in some selected curriculum areas (English

Language , Mathematics, and Sc j-ence) and the

aggregate scores?

What is the performance relatÍonship between DIME

scores and national KCPE scores for standard I
pupils in (i) single-sex boarding, and (ii) co-

educational day schools?

The significance of the study

Because a lot of instructional time, energy and

material are expended on organizing and conducting the DIME

it vtas considered irnport,ant to determine the relationship
between the DIME and national KCPE in assessing' the

performance of standard 8 pupils for the nationar KcpE in
Kenya. The DIME has become part of the instructional
act,ivities in prirnary schools, and yet little scholarly

research has been done to ascertain their role in predicting
the pupils performance in KCPE, More irnportantly, the study

provides more insights into the Kenyan educational systern at

the district level. Since DIME is organized and controlled
at the district IeveI, this study ís in line with the new

District Focus for RuraI Developrnent, that identifies the

2.

3.

dist,rict 1eve1 as a unit for planning and recognises the
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need for increased grassroot participation j.n development.

First, KCPE serves the largest student population in
Kenya. For example, approxinately four nillion (4,394 tSSg)

r¡rere enrolled in 12 ,543 Kenyan pri-mary schools in lgg4 ,

(Eisemon, Hal1et & Maundur 1986) as compared to about

500,000 students enrolled in 2 t4I3 secondary schools

(UNESCO, 1984) . KCPE is the first and last national
examinatíon many pupils sit that marks the end of theír
formal schooling.

Second, KCPE has the largest nurnber of teachers and

parents as irnmediate stakeholders. By studying DIME and

national KCPE resuLts at the district level \de may be able

to understand more about the Kenyan education system and be

able to serve the large number of the stakeholders.

Third, all KCPE candidates sit for the conmon

nationally normed examination papers in all the examined

curricula, KCPE papers are compulsory and contribute
equally to final aggregate score. It is important to find
out how DIME relate to national performance because nearly

all the 4I districÈs in Kenya have instituted districts
mocks as a strategy for preparing pupils for the national

KCPE. This study provided an opportunity to assess how

these DIME perforrnance relate to national grades in KCPE"
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Fourth, KCPE is a tcrit,icaL selector¡ for secondary

education; it determines rshich type of secondary school a

pupil would attend" rt ís at the grassroot leveI (prirnary

schoors and the districts) that most of the rgroundvrorkl

preparation for future learning is done. This study

attempts to understand how the groundwork preparation is
done by using the DIME as one of the indicators.

And, last1y, primary education is the largest consumer

of the ministry of education¡s resources (uNESco, 1984).

This study atternpts to gather dat,a on the role of DIME and

find out how the DÏME can assist in inproving educationar
performance at the prirnary lever. since DIME is organised

at the lower levels (District headguarters) it is to provide

a strategy for increasing rural participation as propounded

in the tDistrict Focus for Rurar Developmentr and provide

means of irnproving educationar performances at the district
1eveI.
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CHAPTER TWO

- LITER.å,IrT'RE REVTETT

OVERVTET^I: This chapter, outlines and discusses, first,
confextual background about the Kenyan economy; formal
education structure; demand for formar schooling; and,,

development of external examinations in Kenya. second,

review of literature on the theoretical functions of and

criticisms about external examinations; prevalence
(practice) of external examinations; and, role of
examinations and options for selection in allocating
educational opportunities are presented. And, third, the

research hypotheses are stated.

Kenva: Contextual Backcrround

Kenya, a former British colony, attained its political
independence twenty-five years ago" It is a tropical
country located south of the Sahara stretching from roughly

¿oN to 4oS of the Eguator. Kenya lies on the western shores

of the east Indian Ocean. It is bordered by Sonalj.a to the

east, Ethiopia and Sudan to the north, Uganda to the west
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and Tanzania to the south. Adninistratively, Kenya is
divided into 8 provinces and 4I districts. Nairobi is the

capital and the largest city.

There are about 52 African ethnic communities, some

Àsians and other communities; each cornmunity exhibits its
or¡tn cultural heritage, but they all live in harmony as one

people" Of the-Third World Countries, Kenya has one of the

highest population growth rate (4.1e) . The present

population is estirnated to be 23 million; projected to be Zs

nillion by 1990 and 36 million by 2o3o (The l,rlorld Banlt,

1987). Spatially, population is very unevenly distributed
with more than three-quarters residing on ress than one-

third of the arable land in the south-western parts of the

country and the coastal strip (Ojany & Ogendo, 1973; Ominde,

1984) " The internar structure of the population forms a

wide-based age-sex pyranid that thins sharpry towards the

old age cohorts" Kenyars population is largely what

educaÈional economists call rschool-ager population.

Kenya largely depends on agriculture, which accounts

for over 308 of the cross Donestic Product (GDp). The

manufacturÍng sector (138 of the GDP) and tertiary
production are rnarginal, and they are at their embryonic

stage in absolute terms and in relation to rnodern industrial
economies. Eighty percent of the population live in the
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rural areas as small scale farmers. Urbanization is a

recent phenomenon, however sprawling enormously fast. For

instance, only 98 of the total population lived in urban

centres in 1965r âs compared to 2OZ in 1980 (The World Bank,

le87).

Kenya has a mixed economy. There is private ownership

and state (government) enterprise as propounded in rrThe

Sessional Paþer No. 10 on Afrícan Socialísm and its
application to planning in Kenyarr. Kenyars industrial
sector, it has been said, tends to lean towards capitalistic
mode of production (Ake, 1981; Leys, I97S) i and, has also

greater trade and mutual ties with Western countries than

with the Eastern economies.

Development strategi-es were previously centralised and

co-ordinated from Nairobi, the capital city. But in the

latest District Focus for RuraI Development approach,

regional planning and prioritization has been decentralized

and delegated to District Development Committees (DDCs) 
"

The najor thrust for this plan is to increase rural
participation, cut down bureaucratic red tape, provide

leeway for the people (the nasses) to prioritize their needs

and to achieve eguitable distribution of developrnent. This

approach is seen as a fundamental departure from the

previous plans mainly because of its decentralization
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element from Nairobi, the capital, to district, headguarters

as centres of decision rnaking. rt is at its initial stages,

there is no research data that has been gathered to assess

its irnpact in Kenyats economy.

Kenya is a relatively politically stable state. It is
a de jure one party state with an tindependentt judiciary,
executive and 'legisIature. It is a member of the

commonwearth, Non-Aligned Movement, organízation of African
unity (oÀu) and the recently inaugurated preferential Trad.e

Area (PTÀ) for Central and Eastern Africa.

The cost of living Índex has been rising 1ike other

economies in the world. rnflation stood at 108 during r98o-

85 period as compared to 7.3& for the 1965-80 period. The

g'ross national product (cNP) per capita is estimated to be

us$290 (1985). Given the uneven distribution of income

(which is positively skewed) the najority of the lor¿er-

income groups I1ve at or belov¡ the poverty 1ine. For

example, only 2.64 of the households total disposabre income

accrues to the lowest 20 percentile as cornpared to 60.48 of
households total disposable income that accrues to the

highest 20 percenÈile (The T{orld Bank, 1987).
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The formal educatÍon structure
Much of the present formar educationar structure is a

colonial inheritance. The curriculum content and the
pedagogicar styres in the present formar education systen in
Kenya exhibits colonial influence with modest rocal
adaptation. English Language ::emains the official medíum of
instruction, the language of textbooks and a compursory

subject in all the serective, summative and. competitive
national exams" The school adrninistration and. organization
(buildings, administrative hÍerarchies, school uniforms,

etc) have the Engrish schoor t,raditions" However, local
adaptation of the curriculum has been initiated and

facilitated more in lower levels (prirnary schoors) than in
higher learning institutions (university education).
Enrollment figures and fornaL educational institutions have

greatly expanded " For eNample, enrollrnent in prirnary

schools has significantry risen from less than one nillion
(889,553) in L963 to nearly five nillion in 1995, and it is
projected to rÍse to over seven rnillion by 2ooo; secondary

schoors have been expanded from about l5o in 1963 to zt4]-3

in 1985 (.å,nderson, t97A; UNESCO, t9B4) ¡ and there are four
government maintained universities in rgBB as compared to
none in 1963. Reasons behind this trend will be pursued

shortly.
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The school (acadernic) year for primary and secondary

levels starts in January and runs up to December.

Previously, there were 3 terms of 13 weeks and 3 breaks of 4

weeks each. This has been restructured to 2 terms of 14

weeks with 2 breaks of 3 r^¡eeks each and I term of 11 weeks

with 5 week break. the university carendar year starts in
September to June before breaking for the long rsummerl

vacation. Currently, Kenya is phasing out Èhe 7-4-2-3+ (7

years of primary, 4 of Junior secondary, 2 of Senior

secondary and 3 plus of uníversity) structure and replacing
it v¡iÈh the 8-4'4 cycre of education" At the end of primary

and secondary leve1s there are compulsory national
certificate examinations.

Since early 1950s, the Kenyan education systen has nade

several other changes in curriculum, length of course period

and examination syndicates. The latest restructuring was

adopted in 1985 and is expected to be conplet,e by 1989.

Such changes or rswingingst are conmon in many countries but,

deemed rradical¡ in many less developed countries (LDCs),

particularly in .å,frica, âs these countries search for the
¡most relevant and appropriater strategy to foster growth

and developrnent in their econornies. fncidentally, and

perhaps notably, the restructuring of education in Kenya is
taking place when the District Focus for Rura1 Development

is being implenented"
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Education in Kenya is centrally controll_ed by the

Ministry of Education. The Minister for Education is
responsible for all policy matters concerning the ministry.
The pennanent secretary is the chief executive officer under

whom the provinciar and disÈrict educatj.on officers fa11

(Raju, l-973) " Teachers and other subordinate staff in
government mainLained or assisted institutions are civil
servants, but teachers and other employees in privately
managed learning institutions are not. Legally, it is the

responsibilíty of the central government officers to control
and inspect all educational institutions to ensure that
guality education, as a public Aood, is properly offered
and/or taught.

The growing demand for schoolinq in Kenya

Since the Kenya Certificate of primary Education (KCPE)

is heavily depended upon for serection and alrocation of
pupils into the second leveI of education it is worthwhile

to highlight some of the factors that have contributed to,
and compounded, the growing demand for schooling in Kenya.

Ten factors are hereby listed, v¡hich in one !/ay or the other

are irnportanÈ forces to explain the explosively growing

demand for schooling in Kenya.

1. The rapid population growth rate (4.1t) - Due to the

high birth rate and hígh fertility, decreasing death
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rate and declining child nortality, the number of
children maturing for ¡school-aget every year is ever

increasing.

High land pressure In densely populated places the

high population density has increased land pressure,

land fragmentatj-on, underernployment and unemployment in
the rural areas. Many rural fanilies see schooling as

the ronlyr- alternative to ease the land pressure and

means to eke out a living.
Unemplolment The growing unemployment among school

leavers has led to what Dore (1976) cal1s tthe diplorna

diseaser. Graduates of lower leve1s have found it
difficult to get a job that a fellow graduate could get

some time back. There is a growing demand for higher
gualification and certification; causing a 'spiral
inflationt in education.

Commercialization The rapid commercialization of the

economy has penetrated into forruerly traditional-
subsistence economies. Modern schooling, particularly
the 3 Rs (wRiting, aRithrnetic and Reading) , have become

necessary and essential in modern life styles. For

example, coins and notes have replaced the cows and

goats for the bride pricei bottled beer has replaced

the traditional rbusaat (local brew made of cereals).
5. Change of life styles Increasing aT¡rareness and

exposure to modern life styles and change of attitudes

3.

4.
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tor,uards schooling. For eNample, many fanilies have now

accepted female formal schooling at aII 1evels unlike
before.

6 " Schooling is a basic right !{ith the United Nations

declarat,ion and the conseguent Addis Ababa Conference

(1961), the Kenya government endorsed Universal primary

Education (UPE) by 1980. Kenya government has declared

I years of -rfreer prj.mary education.

7. Colonial restriction The restrictive colonial system

left many people illiterate who now form the adult
education classes.

8. Political rhetoric The struggle for politíca1
independence had heightened the peoplets expectations

for more and better educational facilities (Anderson,

J-97O), as fruits of UHURU (Kiswahili word for
independence) .

9. Education-and-development tier: It has been sÈrongly

argued that for a nation to develop faster it must

equip its people with the necessary and modern

knowledge and skilIs (Harbison & Myers, 1964).

Education is seen as a key to growth and development

(Dore, L976).

10" Free schooL nilk Provision of free school nilk has

also attracted many chíldren to school, especially in
drought prone areas.

These factors highlight the explosive demand for
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educatj-ona1 opportunities in Kenya. More inportantly for
this study, they indicate erhy national examinat,ions are

relied upon for serection and arrocatíon of the availabre
educational opportunities. The national examinations are

highly regardedi and, thus, intensive preparations made for
the national examinations so as to secure the lirnited
opportunities in the educational ladder. At primary lever,
the DIME form one of preparatory exercises in many schools

and districts in Kenya.

By all standards, schoolJ-ng in Kenya is a growing

industry. There are large enrolrments aÈ all levels. rt is
a major singre department employer in terms of teaching
staff, auxÍliary and back-up personnel, and adninistrators.
The number of pupils and students engaged in school form a

very significant proportion of the totar population. rn
schoors, cong'estion (over enrolrments) has become conmon.

The teacher-student ratio is very high; in many schoors the
ratio approaches 1:50 or more.

The Ministry of Educatj_on is one of the largest
consumer of government current expenditure. For example, in
1982 the educat,ion sector took about zo.s& of the current
government expenditure which was 16.6B of the total
government expenditure (uNEsco, 1984). Most of these funds

are spent on prirnary education" According to the uNESco

(1984) figures, 63.9t of Èhe Ministry of Educatíon!s budget
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in 1982 was apportioned to prinary leveI. The ratest
proposal for cost-sharing is a response to the escaLation of
eduçat,ional cost that has continued to heavily drain the
government (staff, Aug, 26, 1989). Therefore, it can be seen

that education in general, and prinary level- in particular,
is a great concern to the Kenya government and parents as

Kenya endeavors in its socio-economic development.

Development of external exams in Kenya

The Kenyan education system is marked by external
examinations that differentiate one l-evel of schooling from

the oÈher. The externar exams are the basis, in theory and

practice, of selection and arlocation of educational
opportunities frorn prinary to secondary, and from secondary

to university and post-secondary (tertiary) learning
institut,ions. Given the explosive d.emand, for schooling in
Kenya, competition for these opportunities Ís very high"
The reguirement is not just passing, but passing highly to
secure a place in ¡high statust national secondary schools

and t,ertiary hígher learning inst,itutions.

External exarninations as much as formal education in
Kenya date back to the coloniar period. For instance,
following the Beecher reconmendation in Engrand after the

second l{orId war, the following external exams marked the

four levels of schooling between L9S0 and 1960:



Primary:

2L

Standard I
t02
¡r3
tt 4 Common Entrance Examination

(cEE)
Standard 5

lo6
$7
rr 8 Kenya Äfrican Prj-rnary

Education (K.å,pE)
Form In 2 Kenya Àfrican Secondary Education

(KASE)
Form 3tt 4 Canbridge School Certificate

(CSE) or London General
Certificate Education (LGCE) .

Form 5rr 6 Higher School Cert. (HSC or rAl
level )

Interrnediate:

Secondary:

Immediately after independence the Education (or

oninde) commission (1965) reconmended that cEE be abolished

and the length for prinary education be reduced to seven

years. From 1967 to 1985 the segmentation was as forlows:

Primary: Standard I
.t2
r!3
r¡4
il5
lr6
tt 7 Certificate of Primary
Education (CPE).

For¡n Itt 2 Kenya Junior Secondary
Education (ICJSE) .

*Abolished in 1980.
Form 3tt 4 EasÈ Àfrican Certificate of

Education (EACE) . *Later
changed to Kenya CertÍficate
of Education (KCE).

Form 5

Secondary;
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6 East African Advanced
Certificate of Education
(EAACE). *Changed to: KenYa
Advanced Certificate of
Education (KACE).

The nevr 8-4-4 system inaugrurated in l-985, will be

structured as follows by 1989:

Prirnary Standard 1
il
ft

il
t¡

m

il
It I Kenya Certificate of

Primary Education (KCPE) .
*From 1985.

Secondary:

Kenya Certificate of
S econdary EducaÈion
(KCSE) . *From 1989.

Unlike the previous education segrmentation, the present

format, commonly called tr8-4-4 systemrf , has the shortest
formal (prinary and secondary) schooring before reachJ-ng

universÍty IeveI. But as in the previous structure of
educatÍon, the externar examinations continue to be the sole

criterion for selection and allocation of educationar (and.

enployment) opportunities, albeit acguiring loca1 acronyms.

IÈ ís, perhaps, proper Èo highlight some of the reasons

vihy the Kenyan system depends on these external exams.

First, the formal education structure is a colonial
inheritance. The present, educators and rnajor policy makers

ltere schooled during this era" Instead of an overnight

2
3
4
5
6
7

Form In2
il3
t1 4
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restructuring of the system, educational educators and

planners in Kenya seem to have adopted gradual nodification.
Examinations have gradually changed hands from external
bodies (carnbridge and oxford) vi-a the regionar East African
Examination council (EAEC) to the present nationar unit
KNEC. second, Kenya receives some substantial financiar and

technical assistance in education from various western

economies, especially Britain, where external examinations;

are comrnonly practlced. Thlrd, the htgh demand for formal
education has necessit,ated the use of exÈernaI examinations

as a sifting mechanism for certification, selection and

allocation. The grades or scores awarded by these

examinations are, to a large extent, the yardstick for
selection and allocation of educationar and ernproyment

opportunities. Fourth, abolishing external examinations for
nevr reforms, like students profilesr âs Thompson (1991) has

argued

nay demand expertise ín examj-ning which is not
necessarily available and the reformed system
night not conmand the same degree of public
confidence in its impartÍaIity as the present
systen (p, 163 )

.4, large percentage of teaching cadre in Kenya are 1argely

untrained, and fragrmented, such that, Ít, is difficult to rely
on internal teacher assessment. Furthermore, there is
uneven regional distribution of the trained teaching staff.
Last, but not least, the external examinations are seen as a
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andbetter $¡ay of curbing the rampant tribal inclination
nepotÍsn, and assisting in nat,ional unity (integration).

Theoretical functions of external exams

First, examinations provide achievement benchmarks in
form of grades (4, B, Ct D, etc) to indicate the pupilrs
success. These- benchmarks enable us to receive feedback on

the pupilts progress and achievement (Mortinore & Mortimore,

1984). It is argued that without these rcheck pointsr, in
the form of examsr wê wourd not be abre Èo measure what the
pupils have learnt. Examinations at the end of the

coursework or at the end of the year serves as a means for
assessing rallr that the pupils have mastered up to date.

This performance can be compared with others of the same

level (group-norrned) or compared to the content leve1

(críterion-referenced) " rn each case, the individual pupil
is ranked relative to either his/her peers or the content

Ievel. More so, when the assessment is done by an external
exauriner we presume that Èhe pupils have been objectively
rated. The external examinersr assessment are used rnostly

to award certificates that are to be used after schoor as

evidence or quarification of the educationar level attained.

Second, when examj-nations are nationally-assessed they

provide infonnation for monitoring and comparing achievement,
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and performance betl¡een schoors and regions in the country,
Schools and regions are ranked to get the ¡feelr of
performance across the country (staff, 19g7). performances

differ from one school to another, from one region to
another. such information can be anaryzed to identify the
trends (and causes) of unegual performance. This analysis
could help educati-onal planners, hopefully, to take

necessary remed-ial steps to baLance the distribution of
educational resources and opportunities.

Third, externar examinations provide tobjective¡ mearis

of identifyíng and rewarding merit. when students are

assessed by external examiners, $re hold that there wirl be

no undue infruence; urarking and standardization are presumed

to be fair and exact on the pupilts ability. The grade

assigned is what the candidate deserves. rn other word.s,

the candidate merits to be given that grade" since this is
bias-free, selection based on these grades is perfectly
meritocratic. That is, there is no possibility of nepotism

or tribatisn. selection for the next educationar revel is a

reward: pupils fairly contest and only those who merit, move

up the educational ladders. The upward educational
promotion is, presumed to be, by fair cont,est (Turner,

Ie61).

Fourth, exÈernaI examinations can serve to increase
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motivation to teachers (Mortirnore & Mortirnoret 1994). t{hen

schools are ranked and judged to be good performing

institutions by the public, this is rikely to increase the

teachers¡ morale. As Turner (]-gg4) argues, teachers become

proud of their students performance when the results are

good. The corollary, then is that teachers in poor

perforrning schools are challenged to work hard. to irnprove

their student,s ¡lerformance so that they can also rank at the
top, at least one day.

Fi f th , Hargreaves (L982) argues that nation-wicie

external examinations provide equal opportunity and

conpetition for pupils regardress of their socio-economic-

status (sES). Hargreaves contends that such examinations

open opportunities for bright pupils from poor families to
move up the SES. Especially when there is fair,
meritocratic selectj-on for educational and employment

opportunities. Thompson (198I) says that
Since large number of schools share a conmon
allocation function, that is that, their pupils are
all cornpeting for access to the next level of
educat,ion Ior to the wor]-d of workl , it has
usually been found necessary to set, a conmon
external examination (p"162) .

Ideally, ât1 education system that operates on conmon,

public, external examination is supposed to provide all
participants an equal chance for selection, allocation and

prornotion in educational and employment, opportunities by
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using examination grades. Thus, these examinations ; are

supposed to assist in social integration by minimizing class

differentiation.

Sixth, external examinations can be seen as a source of
social control in the school. Exarninations may provj-de

pupils with a powerful incentive to work, just at the age

when they are beconi-ng more resistant to the discipline of
school and home, and more susceptibre to distractions far
removed from study (Mortimore & Mortimore, !984) .

Hargreaves (1982) and Turner (1994) have argued that
examínat,ions provide the teacher and the school
adrninistrator an extra, outside force to contain their
pupils. I,Ihen students are nade to see the importance of
examinations and success 1n their life outside the school

they are Iikely to have a positive, instrumental, attitude
towards schooring. Although not all wourd conform (Turner,

L984), it at Least works r¡eI1 for many students (Hargreaves,

Ie82).

Criticisms about external examinatíons

Briefly, and by purpose, crit,icisn that are cornmonly

levelled at external examínations will now be outlined.
These criticisns can be categorised into four groups.

First,, the criticisns on the nature of ext,ernal exams. It
is argued that, external examinations lack reliability on
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the grades awarded to pupils (Schools Council , 1979) ¡ they

lack comparability between subjects and over different
periods of time (Quansah, L985) ; they highly depend on the

normal distribution statistics; and, external examiners do

make rnarking errors at expense of the candidates.

Furthermore, external examinations are expensive to operate

and co-ordinate in large areas.

Second, criticisms on the impact of external
examinations on students. It is argued that, external
examinations instill a sense of failure to pupils, sense of

rejection by damaging self-confj-dence and self-esteem

(Brophy & Good, I974; Hargreaves, 1967; Lacey, J-974) and

they increase examination anxiety in students thus cause

sleepless nights, like ¡rthe frozen rabbiÈtt (Ry1e , J969) ,

They also encourage cornpetition, individualization and

st,ratification of pupils into rsuccessfulsr and ¡failuresr.

Third, criticisrns on the influence of external

examinations on the instructional (pedagogical) activities
in the schools. It is argued that, external examinations

influence and tend to propel the classroom pedagogical

styles by encouraging rote memorization and dril1Íng
(Freire, 1970). They inhibit the teacherrs autonomy on

curriculum implementation, teachers teach for examination
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purposes' rwhat they test rnonopolizes instruction and

Iearning; what Èhey do noÈ test is neglected, even

discarded¡ (oxenham, l9gz, p. 7z). More concretely,
Thompson (1981) has argued

the existing examination system places a premium
upon the accumulation of knowledge and does not
encourage schools to teach their pupils to use
their knowledge other than in an exarnination (p.
163).

Fourth, and last, it is argued that, external examinations
perpetuate or reinforce the status cruo" The assumption of
egual accessibility and contest, nobirity (pure meritocratÍc
serection) is a misnomer, The disadvantaged remain to
perform poorry in pubric examinations(Bowles & GintÍs, rg76ì

Taylor & Ayres, 1969). In other words, the public
examinations acts as social contror in society, by sÍeving
or sorting students (into fairures and successfurs) for
educational (and enployment) opportunities.

These criticisms clearly lean to convince uÊ¡ that
external examinations are a menace, a black spot and an

enemy of learning in parÈicular, and for ed.ucation in
general. Not surprisingly, the deschoolers, as chanpioned

by their ¡Gurur rvan rllich (197r), have categoricarry
denounced schools, the examinaÈions and Èheir selective
evi1s. Husen (]979) has summarised rllichrs views as

fol-1ows:
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The school, particularly in the Third World, is
serving only the elite in the modern sector and is
degrading those r¿ho are in the traditional sector,"
it is reinforcing the neritocratic element in
society by participating in a repressive ritual of
upward social nobility. The masses are 1ured into
believing that education is a status-providj.ng and
liberating instrument, whereas it, sirnply serves to
make them addictively dependent on the services of
a formaL system of education (p. ZS) "

In the words of Bowles and Gintis (t976) | they say

rEducation reproduces inequality by justifying privilege and.

attributing poverty to personal fail-ureo (p. r14) . Karrekar
(1983), who examined education system in India, is also of
similar view:

Culturally prescribed norms convert differences
into inegualities:... The grading of differences
is the logical justification for the contemporary
division of labour with its differential systen oi
paynents (p. 183).

rn other r¿ords, pupils ut,lIIze and exchang,e their labour for
objectso ¡grades or examination certificates are the

metaphors for siages. [Thus, pupils] are transfor¡ned into
product commodities to be sold on the rnarketr (Sarup, !978,
p. 139 140) " Freire (1970), probably as one of the

leading critlcs of education systems in the developing

countries, argues that an education system that depends

highly on external examinations dehunanizes learning. The

teacher becomes the depositor of knowledge from which the

learners adroitly and rneekly receive knowledge as

depositorj-es. The learners, like robots, are expected to
reproduce the stored knowledge as it hras ,put int by the
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t,eacher for the external eNaminer. Dore (l-976) has also

arg'ued that a system of education that highly depend on

exarninations for selection and allocation of opportunities
for education and enployment will face an escalation of
certification (spirar inflation in education) that leads to
disillusionment in schooling"

The foregoÍng analysis, views problems in education go

beyond mere reorganization of examinations. They see

educati-on, and schools as rpowerressr in addressing social
and economic inegualities in societies. Therefore, the

fundamental sorutj.ons for problems in education rie in the

society at large; v¡hat we need is to make a cornpletely fresh

start from the society as a whore. Aborition of external
examinations is only one of them, but a piecemeal

rnodification if done in isolation. Nevertheless, Iarge

amount of lit,erature reviewed shows that external
examinations are not only being practiced but are also

hÍgh1y regarded by the public as generally irnpartial for
selectÍon; and, contj.nue to hold a strong grip on education

systens 
"

Practice

A general survey

elsewhere indicates that

of external exams

on different education systems

external examinations are not only
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being used but they are also being reintroduced where they

had been abolished. rn a recent survey on student

evaruation ín different provinces across canada, Mclean

(1985) found out that:
provinces and districts are turning to [external]examinations as a substitute fo-r thå program
consultants and inspectors that used to assist
with guality control in schools (p. 47) 

"

In the United States, A Nation aÈ Risk, the National
commission on Excellence j-n Education (NCEE) (1981) observed

that Èhe standards of education had deteriorated untir the

systen had become cafeteria-style curriculum in which the

appetizers and desserts can be easily ¡nistaken for main

courses. The comrnission reconmended, among other changes,

that standardized tests (not to be confused with aptitude
tests) should be ad¡uinistered at major transition points.
After fairry lengthy discussion on the evorution of British
examination systems, Mathews (1985) remarks that

Revolut,ionary change, even abolition are possible,
but with recent example of China in rnind, even the
most ¡nilitant opponents nay opt for evolutionary
extinction of the examinations dinosaur (p. 42).

External examinations are an instrument, a tool and a

servant of an education system (Mortimore & Mortinore, 1994)

as much as education is to a society and an economy as a

whole. Mathews (1985) puts this view more concretely:

Examinations are no more or less fair than schools
are fair, or society is fair. If unfairness there
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be, it lies in fixing the blame for the ineguities
of society on educational system in general and
Èhe examination system in particular" For many
years nord both have served as whipping boys,
conveniently institutionalized, serving to deflect
blane from where ít properly 1ies: with the
actions and attitudes of us all (p. 136).

It can also be posited that when we strive for
universal prinary education (uPE) without adequate openings

in second levels of education, the legitinization of
external exaninations for selection is apparent. Mathews

(1985) provides us with one fundamental reason for the

continuíty of external exams:

IThere is] no reason for the abolition of
examinations for the period of compulsory
education; but there is a good case for radical
change in their scope, how they operate . They
remain a sure shield against the abuses of
patronage and political, racial and sexual bias
(p. 242) .

Furthermore, aborishing external examÍnations nay demand

expertise that is not currently available and requires tine
to rcommand the same degree of public confidence in its
impartiality as the present system (Thompson, 1981, p" 163).

Examinations and selection optíons

Nearly everyone knows that tests or examinations for
selection are a regular part of teaching and schooling.

Bray (1985) has reviewed nine selection procedures that have

been attenpted in different, places in Less Developed
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Countries in the last two decades. These procedures are (a)

pure examination (pure meritocracy); b) regional guota

selection; c) character and/or political assessment; d)

continuous assessment,' e) religious affiliation; f) race and

ethnical background; g) personal considerations; and, h)

r¡back-doorrr or bribes. Ä,fter a fairry detailed review of
rnerits and demeriÈs of each selection option, Bray (1985)

concludes that:
1. character and/or political assessment, have

generally failed because they are rtoo vulnerable

to manipulation' (p " 229) ¡

2. it has proved hard to d.ispose of exa¡ninations

because they are stÍlI highly regarded and widely

considered as objective and neutral;
3. examination based selection is popular among the

urban-based elitists and civil-cun-political
Ieaders i

4. quota selection has been ac"rr=âd of excessive

decline in acadenic achievement; and,

5 . where quota selectíon has been atteurpted, rrback-

doorr¡ entry has been used to serve the ruling
elitists 

"

fn Kenya, the new 8-4-4 system tries to de-emphasis the

dependence on external examinations for selectíon (Repub1ic

of Kenya, 1984). There are proposals for continuous
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assessmeng and character-based assessment as components for
serection into secondary schools. There ís arso a proposal

Èo have regional guota selection for the standard 8 pupils
into secondary schools"

serection of prirnary candidates into secondary schools

based on KCPE scores and the accordant conseçruences have

attracted a number of educationar researchers in Kenya

(Somerset, I974, undated; We1lings, L992, 1983). Somerset

(undated) found that the correlation betr,¡een KcpE (fornerly
cPE) and secondary schoor performance in KCE (formerly EACE)

varies between fo.4 and 0"7 showing that in fact there is
some tendency for those who do best in the serection
examinatj-on to continue doing best in secondary schoolr (p.

60). However, a further scrutiny of the correration that
takes into consideration the category of the secondary

schools the pupil attends, somerset (undated) found that the

correlations:

drop to 0.2, which is hardly anything. I.that the
IK]CPE selection exanination is doing is notpredicting' success in the East African Certificate
Examination (now Kenya Certificat,e Exarnination) "It is predicting the grade fcategory] of secondary
school you enter. (p. 60 61) 

"

In other rsords, students who joín the high status, national
secondary schools have higher chances of passing the KCE

than those who join the rlow statusr, private and Haranbee

secondary schools. As early stated, the high status

secondary schools have more educational facilities that
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facilitates Ìearning and increases chances of performing

lue1I in the national examinations"

The consequences of KcpE (pracernent) have been crearly
illustrated and discussed by !{eIlings (1982, r9B3) who found

out that those pupils who failed to secure places in
governrnent secondary schools have a very slirn chance of
reaching univergity IeveI. For example, in 1979 only I out

of L25 students (6,4+) enrolled in Geography department at
the university of Nairobi (Kenya) had come through rrow

statusf secondary schoors. yet, these schools had 6ot of
the national enrollment at that tine. sornerset (t974) has

strongry argued that performance after KcpE (formerly cpE)

depends on the type of secondary school a student attend.s.

Those v¡ho enter high status secondary schools, with well
eguipped facilities and trained teachers, have a high chance

of perforrning weII and succeeding to get a place in the

university IeveI, As wellings (1992) analysis shows, those

who attend thigh statusr schools were highly represented

(46"42) in the Geography department University of Nairobi in
1978, although they come from a small national population

(7"6&). Parents, teachers and pupíIs knoi¿ that when one

succeeds in entering a good secondary school s/he has a

chance of succeeding to university.

Ã,pparently, the KCPE selection predeterrnines the path
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for ones future schooling in Kenya. with this in nind, it
is rogical to understand the importance that is attached. to
KCPE by parents, teachers, and pupils in Kenya. There are

intensive preparations made for KcpE by parents, teachers,

educat,ion of f j-cers, and the pupils themselves. The DÏME

have become one of the strategies for preparing the standard

I pupils for the national KcpE. This thesis attempts to
come to grips to ascertain the role of DIME in pred.icting

the performance in Èhe nationaL KcpE. To restate the
research question: r¡To what extent does the DIME

performance rel-ate to performance in the national KcpE?*

At the secondary level, Àrap-Mariti¡o (l-g97 ) has

indicated that school-organized mock examination (soME)

correrate posítively with the national Kenya certificate of
Educat,ion (I(cE) . This study ¡nakes attenpt to study how DÏME

rerate to nationar KCPE at the primary revel. The following
research hypotheses were derÍved from this study.

The Research Hypotheses

1. It vras hypothesized that there Ís a signifícant
perfonnance difference between DIME and national KCPE scores

for st,andard I pupils in Kenya.

2" A. It was hypothesized that the performance

relationship between DIME scores and national KcpE scores

for standard 8 pupils in some selecied curriculun areas
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(English language, Mathematics, and Science) would have

positive correlationai- coefficients.

2" B. It hras hypothesízed that the performance

relati.onship between DIME aggregate scores and naÈional KcpE

aggregate scores for standard 8 pupils wourd have positive
correlati-onal coef f icients.

3. A. It was hlpothesized that, the performance

relationship between DIME scores and national KcpE scores

for standard 8 pupils in single-sex (boys only and girrs
only) boarding schools ro¡ourd have positive correrational
coefficients.

3. B. It lqras hlpothesized that the perforrnance

relationship between DrME scores and national KcpE scores

for standard 8 pupils in co-educationaL (mixed) day schools

would have positive correlational coefficients.
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CTIAPTER lrHREE

ffiYÍIODOT,OGY

OVERVTEI^I: This chapter presents this study¡s rocation,
research design, nature of informaÈion (data) corlected,
data correction -procedures, sample studied, and, linitations
of the study.

Study places

The study v¡as conducted in two districts in Kenya,

namely, Kericho (Rift valIey province) and Kisii (Nyanza

province). The two districts are sinilar in many physical,
social and economic characteristics. The two districts ú¡ere

serected for the study because, first, they are basically
rurar districts as are many other parts of Kenya and.,

secondly, it was considered necessary to have two districts
from different provj,nces that are neighbors and easily
accessibre so as to operate within the limited. financial
resources available.

Research Design

In terms of deÈign, this study was essentially a ZxA

rnixed within-subject designt Z types of examinations, 4

categories of schools, and pupilsi performances scores in
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English Language, Mathematics, science and .A,ggregate results
(4 response varj-ables) for 1996. (Note: the four response

variables would be anaryzed independent of one another, and

details about the crassification of schools is outlined
under rThe study sampler below).

Types of Data Collected

The types -of information collected. included. pupilst
index number (which also indicated the d.istrict and the
school); the pupils' gender; and, the pupilsr performance in
the District rnternal Mock Examj-nation (DIME) and nationáI
Kenya certificate prinary Education (KcpE) in three
curriculum areas (Engrish Language, Mathematics and science)

and aggregate results for 1986.

The pupilst scores in the serected curriculum areas and

aggregate results are the dependent (response) variabLes.

These three curriculun areas \rere selected because they are

important curricula areas. English language is the mediurn

of instruction, and, they are all conpulsory subjects in
secondary schoors" The aggregate scores are important
because they determine the pupils¡ selection into secondary

schooling.

Data Collection Procedures

Schools were classified into four categories: category

Â boysr boarding schools; category B girls¡ boarding
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schools; category C single st,ream (in standard. B) co-

educational day schools; and, category D nulti-stream
(more than one stream in standard g) co-educational day

schools "

schoors from the two districts were matched in terms of
( i) the total school enrollment,. ( ii) the standard. I
enrollmenti (iii) the nunber of teaching staff; and (iv) the

position ranking in 1986 national KcpE results. The schoor

data sheet presented in Appendix A rsas used. This tras done

at the district education offices in Kericho and Kisii with
the assistance of Dístrict rnspectors of prinary schoolé.

where several schools ecrually gualified for ar1 these

characteristics simple cruster randourization was used to
select the sampre schools for each category. The DIME and

national KCPE results rdere collected fron the sample school-s

and the district examj-nation offices, respectively.

Sample Studied

Twelve schools (6 from Kericho and 5 from Kisii) ü/ere

studied. Table I summarizes the number of the total staff,
the standard I enrollment and the total pupil enrolrment for
the schools studied in each classification. For categories

A (boys¡ boarding) and B (girls¡ boarding) only one school

from each dÍsÈrict r¿as selected; because, there was only one

school for these categories in Kericho district. For

categories C and Ð two schooLs were selected from each
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district: Kericho - 4 and Kisii -4 schools.

After the KCPE and DIME results were juxtaposed for
each pupil from all the twelve schools, only those pupils
who had grades recorded both in the nationar KcpE and the

DIME for all the four response variabres were serected.. out

of a total of 651 standard 8 pupils;56r (96.lt) guarified
for analysis for the study. Table 2 summarizes the

distribution of -the standard I pupirs frorn each district by

category. The two districts were egually represented:

Kericho 49.918 and Kisii 50.09&. rn Èerms of gender

(sex), presented in Table 3t the sample study had 56.86t

boys and 43.14& gírIs.

Limitations of the study

First, since this studyts location were not randomly

selected, by all means v¡e cannot as¡sume that f indings to be

qrenerarizabre to other district areas in Kenya with
different physical and socio-econonic environment. second,

the study is linited to the rerationship between the ÐrME

and national KCPE in assessing standard 8 pupilst
perfonnance in the tv¡o districts. We cannot generalize on

the factors that contribute to the leve1 of performance in
the KCPE and the leve1 of infLuence of DIME on that
performance,
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CTIAF{rER FOT]R

THE FTNDINGS

overvj-ew: This chapter first presents descriptive anaryses

(frequency distributions, minimum and maximum score

performances, means and standard deviaÈions, and mean

differences) which are charted to provi.de an overview of the

findings. Second, inferential analysis (analysis of
variance), mean performance and mean difference comparisons,

and correlations are presented to test the research

hypotheses 
"

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSES

Procedure of Descriptive .å,nalyses

This section presents the descriptive overview of the

standard 8 pupils¡ academic achievement performance in the

District rnternal Mock Examination (DrME) and national Kenya

Certificate of Primary Education (KCPE) in English Language,

Mathematics, Science and .å,gricuIture, and Aggregate score.

The frequency distributions, expressed in percentagêsr are

presented in Tables 4 through 8. In the three curriculun
areas pupils¡ achievement scores were classified into two
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groups: 1-6 scores as lor¡ performancei and, 7-LZ scores as

pass performance. The aggregate scores were classifÍed into
five groupsz 6-24, 25-36, 37-48, 49-60, and 6l-72. Overall,
all the four school categories (^A,, B, C, and, D) experienced

an increase in percentage pass performance (7-rz) frorn DIME

to national KCPE for English Language, Mathematics, Science

and Agriculture; and, increase, in percentage, for higher

Aggregate scores (49 and above).

Frequencv Distributions
The frequency dístribution of the pupilsr scores for

English language, Mathematics, Science and AgricuJ_ture

during the DIME and nationar KcpE are charted in Tables 4

through 7. As shown in Table 4 | in English Language 7I.4BZ

of the pupils r,{ere graded 6 and below in the DIME, but in
the nationar KCPE 7t"292 of the pupils scored 7 and above.

English Language had the highest percentage pass 7l-"Z|Z (7

and above) during national KCPE" Table 4 shows that, in
Mathernat,ics, the perfor¡rance in the DIME was low: 78.048 had

6 and below as compared to 24"962 who were graded 7 and

above. Mathernatics had lowest percentage pass (4S.gLt) of
the three curriculum areas during natÍonal KCPE" Table 4

also shows that, in Science and Agriculture 74"68?. scored 6

and below, and 25.324 scored 7 and above in the DIME. But,

during national KCPE this percentage changed to 49.374 and

50.638, respectively. In other vrords, there vÍas a change in
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pupils¡ performance in science and Agriculture in national
KCPE as compared in the DIME.

. As shown Ín Tab1e St schools in category À (boysr

boarding) had the highest percentage pass in English

Language followed by B (girrs¡ boarding), c (single stream

co-educational day) and D (nuIti-stream coeducational day)

schools. Table 5 shows that, in arr schoor categorj-es (A,

B, C, and, D),- there was an increase in percentage in
performance for the national KcpE in English language.

Table 5 also shows that, all four categories had a decrease

in the national KcpE percentage for the pupils who had lower

scores (6 and below).

Table 6 shows that, in all four school- categories (A,

B, Ct and, D) , there vras an increase in percentages of the
pupils who had 7 and above, and a decrease for those who had

6 and below on the national KCPE mathenatics examination as

compared to performances on the DIME" only about one quarter
(24.96&) scored 7 and above on the DIME as compared to about

half (45"818) in the nationar KcpE examination. category A
(boysr boarding) had the highest percentage performance

while cat,egory B (girls' boarding) had lowest percentage

pass (7 and above)" That is, gI"23t of pupils in boys

boarding school obtained grades 7 and above, while only

31,.418 of the pupils ín girlsr boarding schools had these

grades in the national KCPE examination.

Table 7 shows that, while neariy three quarters
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(74.682) of the pupils had low performance (6 and below) in
scíence and .A,griculture on the DIME, this number decreased

to a half (49"372) during national KcpE. rn other vrords,

there rdas a change in the nationar KcpE performance in
science and Agriculture as compared t,o performance on the

DIME. Both schoor categories had an increase in percentage

pass performance: with category A (boys boarding) having the

highest percentage pass (7 and. above) followed by et B, and

D, in that order.

Table 8 shows that, the modal class for schools in
category A is the highest in the two examinations z 49 60

for DÏME, and 61 72 for national KcpE. This indicates
that standard 8 pupils in category A performed fairly well
in the DIME (52t), and tended to perform even better in the

nationar KCPE exarnination (76s). This is indicated. by the
shift of the modar class from 49 60 class on the DIME to
6L 72 points on the national KcpE" The aggregate score

perforrnance on the DÏME tends to be positively skerored: a

large percentage of standard I pupils scored 36 points and

below, especially for categories Bt C and D" On the other
hand, the aggregate performance in the national KCPE

examinations tends to be unimodal: a 1arge percentage of
standard 8 pupils faII between 37 48 class which nay be

called an average performance, except for category .å, which

is above average. All the four school categories

experienced an increase in the number of pupils who scored
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49 points and above in the nationar KcpE as compared to the

DIME. The interpretation of this findings would. be discussed

in Chapter Five.

Minimum and Maximum Performance

The minimum and maximum scores on the DIME and national
KCPE, presented in Tab1e 9, indicate that, first, aII
schoors had pupils with varied achievernent abirities.
Pupilsr performance range from I (lowest score) to 12

(highest) on the DÏME and national KcpE exarninations. The

nulti-stream co-educational day schools had pupils spread

across all levers of performance in all the curricururn

areas. second, girls boarding schools had reratively smaller

range (7 points) in English Language (min.=5, max.=1,2) and

Science and Agriculture (min.=4, max.=11). Girlst boarding

schools had the highest starting point in English Language

and Science and Agriculture. fhird, girls boardÍng schools

did not have pupils who scored maximum points ,12) on the

DIME in Mathematics and Science and Agriculture. Fourth, in
Aggregate score performance, girlsr boarding schools had the

highest minimun (26 points) and lowest maximum (63 points)

on the national KCPE, while boys boarding schools had the

highest maximun (72). Multi-stream co-educational day

school-s had the lowest minimum Aggregate scores on the DIME

(9) and national KCPE (7) " The interpretation of these

findings are discussed in Chapter Five.
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Mean Performance
' The mean, standard deviations, and mean differences for

Engrish Language, MathemaÈics, science and. Agriculture, and.

Aggregate scores for the two examinations ï¡ere computed.

The results are summarized in Tables lo and lr" Mean

performance on the DIME v¡ere generally lower than on the

national KCPE; -and, hence, mean differences (KcpE minus

DIME) are all positive.
On the DIME, the mean performances for English Language

ranged frorn 4.7O (SD=l.95) in category D, to g.Zg (SD=3.36)

in category A; Mathenatics ranged from 4"42 (SD=2.19) in
category B, to 7.00 (SD=2"46) in category À; Science and

Agriculture ranged from 3.74 (SD=2.28) in category D, to
7.69 (SD=L.87) in category A; and, Aggregate score ranged

from 32.07 (SD:8.17) in category D, to 48"IZ (SD:I0.49) in
category A.

On the national KCPE, the mean performances for English
Language ranged from 7"48 (SD=2"33) in category D, to 9,5S

(SD=2.05) in category Àt Mathemat,ics ranged from S.7S

(SD=2.45) in category D, to 8"89 (SD=2.41) in category A,t

Science and Agriculture ranged from S"96 (SD=2.45) in
category D, to 9.29 (SD=2.36) ín category A; and, å,ggregate

score ranged from 39,36 (SD=11.71) in category D, to 56,12

(SD=l1.93 ) in category .å,.

In sunmary, ít seems that category .å, (boyst boarding)
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schools had higher mean performance and cat,egory D (multi-
stream co-educational day) schools had the lov¡er mean

performances. These performance differences hrere tested for
sÈatistíca1 signifÍcance and, the detairs are discussed

belot¡¡ "

ÏNFERENTIAL AN.ALYSTS

Summarv of the inferential analysis r¡rocedure

The mean performance and mean difference for English

Language, Mathematics, Science and .A,gricu1ture, arid

Aggregate scores are presented in Tabres 10 and 11. First,
the overall anarysis of variance (ANovA) for mean

performances and mean differences were computed; and, the

results !¡ere statistically signif icant (F (24,
1595 "77)=77 "tt, p=0.0001- and F(12, L466.04)=]{,OZ, p=O.OOOl,

respectively) " second, separate ANovÃ,s for each curriculum

area and aggregate score in the two examinations v/ere

cornputed and the resurts are charted in Tables rz through

23" The results were all significant (p=O"OOOL). Third, the

mean performance and nean difference for each curriculum

area and aggregate score for the school categories (4, B, C,

and D) were compared, by using Duncan¡s Multiple Range

Test, and the result,s are summarized in Tables 24 through

35. The Duncan Multiple Range Test was preferred because of

the unegual size anong the four school categories; ranks the
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meansi and, controls the Type r comparisonvrise error. Last,

the pearson correlations (r) between the DIME and the

nationar KCPE for each curricurum area and aggregate score

were computed and the results are presented in Table 36, The

correlations were all significant (p=0. OOOl) . These

correlations were computed to determine the performance

relationship between the DIME and the national KcpE for
English Language, Mathematics, sclence and Agri.culture and

Ã,ggregate score.

Details of the inferential- analvsis

Each curricurum area and aggregate score are discussed

separatery: starting with English Language; forrowed by

Mathematics; Scj-ence and Agriculture; and, Aggregate

performance. This order and separation were preferred rnainly
for org'anizational and clarity purpose.

English Languaqe

The ANOVA, for English Language on the DIME, presented

in Table 12, indicates that there is a significant sirnple

maÍn effect (F(3 | 557)=56. O6r p=0. OOOI) . The mean

conparisons for the school categories A, B, C, and D,

presented in Table 24 shows that, categories A and B are not

significantly different from each other (p>O.OI) r category C

is significantly different, from A, B and D (p=O.OI); and,

category D is significantly different from A, B and e
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(p=o.ot)" Thus, on the DIME, single-sex board.ing (categories

.å, and B) schoors had higher level of performance as compared

to the co-educational day (categories C and D) schools.

The ANovA for English Language on Èhe national KcpE,

presented in Table 13, shov¡s a signif icant s j-mple main

effect (F(3, 557)=22"I7, p=0.OOO1). The mean comparisons for
school categories A, B, c, and D I present,ed. in Table 2s ,

shows thatr orl -the national KcpE examination categories A

and B are not significantry different from each other
(p>0.01); categories B and c are not significantly different
from each other (p>0.0I); and, category D is significantly
different from A, B and C (p=O.Of). Bhis means Èhat on the
national KCPE examination single-sex board.ing (category A

and B) schools had higher mean performance, but the girls
boarding (caÈegory B) did not significantly differ from

single stream co-educational day schools.

The ANovA for the mean difference, presented in Table

14, shows that, there is a significant, simpre main effect
(F(3, 557)-L9,25, p=0.0001). This means that standard I
pupilsr performance on the DÏME and national KcpE are

significantly different. The standard 8 pupils had higher
scores on the national KCPE examinations than on the DIME"

Thís supports the research hypothesis that, there is a

significant performance difference between the DIME and

national KCPE in English Language for standard I pupils.
The mean difference comparj.sons between the school
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categorj.es A, B, Ct and D, presented in Table 26, shows that
categories A and B are not, significantly different from each

other (p>0.01); categories C and D are not significantJ_y

different frorn each other (p>0.01); but, categorj-es A and B

significantly díffer from categories C and D (p=O.Of). This

means that for English Language standard 8 pupils in single-
sex boarding (category A and B) schools had a relatively
s¡na11er performance difference between DÏME and national
KCPE as compared to the co-educational day (category C and

D) schools. Àlthough, the single-sex boarding schools had

the highest mean performance on the DIME, and naintained

that lead on the national KcpE examinat,ion, these schools

experienced a relatively smatler mean difference, about I
point, âs compared to the co-educational day (category C and

D) schools, which have over 2 points. rt seems that standard

8 pupils in single-sex boarding schools had a relatively
s¡naIIer perforrnance increase from the DIME to national KcpE

in English Language than those in co-educational day

schools.

Mathematics

The .ANOVA for mathematics, presented in Table 15, shows

that there is a significant sinple main effect (F(3,

557)=24.39, P=0.0001). The mean comparison for the school

categories A, B, C, and D, presented in Tab1e 27, shows

that in the DIME, eategorlz A is signifieantly different from
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B, C and D (p=0.01); category C is significantly different
from À, B and D (p=0.01); and, categories B and D are not
significantly different from each other (p>0.01). Thus, oïr

the DIME boys' boarding (category À) schoors had higher
mean performance in Mathematics, forlowed by single stream

co-educational day (category c) schoors, murti-stream co-

educational day (category D), and, 1ast,, girls boarding

(category B) sehools. This supports the observation made

about the freguency distribution: boysr boarding schools had

81.23& of pupils with 7 and above scores, while girlst
boarding schools had 31.4I8.

The ANOVÀ for mathematics on the national KCPE,

presented in Table 16, shows that there was a significant
simple main effect, (F(3, 557¡=46.34, p=0"OOOI). The mean

comparison for the school categories A, B, Ct and D, shown

in Table 28, indicate that in Mathematics on the nati-onal

KCPE, category A is significantly different from B, C and D

(p=0.01); category c is significantly different from A, B

and D (p=0.01)r but categories B and D are not significantry
different from each other (p>0.01). This means that on the

national KCPE boys boarding (category A) schoors had the

highest mean performance in Mathematics, folrowed by singre

sfream co-educational day (category C), and then, girls
boarding (category B) and nulti-stream co-educational day

(category D) schools. Äs observed in Table 6t category .4, had

Èhe highest, percentage (8L.23S) pass performance, followed
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Dby category C (66.652), category B (31.41&) and category

(31.068) .

The A'Nov.A' for the mean difference, presented in Tabre

!7, shorp that, there v¡as a significant simple main effect
(F(3, 557)=9.99, p=0.0001). This indicat,es that there is a

significant performance difference between DIME and

national KCPE in Mathematics. That is, on the nationar KcpE

examinations standard I pupils had higher scores than on the

DÏME. This supports the research hypothesis that, there is a

signifícant perforlnance difference between DIME and national
KCPE scores in Mathenatics for standard g pupils

The mean difference cornparisons for the school

categories A, B, C, and D, shown in Table 29, indicate that,
in Mathematics categories À, B and c are not significantly
different from each other (p>0.0I); and, category D is
significantly different from A, B and C (p=O.Of). This
inplÍes that only in the nulti-stream co-educational day

(category D) schoors the standard 8 pupilsr performance

increase from DIME to national KcpE was reratively smarl

(0"83); and, significantly different from categories A, B

and c schools. Another interesting observation is that,
although schools in cat,egory B and D had the lowest mean

performance on the DIME and national KCPE, category B

schoors had a relativery the same mean difference (Mean

Difference = I.73) as compared to cat.egory A (Mean

Ðifference = i-.89) and C (Mean Difference = L"76) schools"
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Science and Aqriculture

The ANov.A' for science and Agriculture on the DÏME,

presented in Table 18, shows that, there is a significant
simple main effect (F(3, 557)=53.92, p=0. OOOl) . The mean

comparison for the categorÍes A, B, et and D, presented. in
Table 30, shor¡¡s that, in science and .A,gricurture category A

Ís significantly different, from B, C and D (p=0. 01) ;

categories B and c are not significantry different from each

other (p>0.01); and, category D is significant,ly different
from A, B and C (p=0.0f). Thus, boys boarding (category Äl

schoors had the highest mean performance in science and

Agriculture on the DrME; folrorsed by girls board.ing

(category B) and síngle strean coeducational day (category

c) schools; and, last, multi-strea¡n co-educational day

(category D) schools.

The ANovÄ' for science and .â,griculture on the national
KCPE, presented in Table 19, shows that, there is a

signif icant siurple main ef fect, (F (3, 557¡=49 "24, p=0. OOOI) .

The mean comparison for the categories A, B, Ct and. D,

presented in Tab1e 31, shows that, in Science and

.A,griculture on the national KCPE all school categories are

significantly different fron each other (p=O"Ot). Thus, in
Science and A,griculture all school categories had different
levels of performance. The boys boarding (category A) had

the highest ¡nean performance; followed by single-stream co-
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educationar day (category c) schools, girls boardíng

(category B), and then, multi-stream co-educationar day

(category D) schools"

The ANovA for the mean difference, presented ín Tabre

20 , shows that, there is a signif icant siinpre ma j-n ef fect
(F(3, 557)=9.52, Þ=0.0001). This indicates that there is a

significant difference betrueen DIME and nationar KcpE

performance in science and Agricurture. on the nationar KcpE

examj-nation standard I pupils had higher scores than those

obtained on the DIME. This supports the hypothesis that,
there is a significant performance difference between the
DIME and nationar KcpE scores in science and Agricurture.

Further analysis of cornparing the mean differences for
categories A, B, ct and D, presented in Tabre 32, indicate
that categories A, c, and D are not significantly different
from each other (p>0.01); and, categorj-es .A and B are not
signíficantly different from each other (p>o.or). This

means that girls boardÍng (category B) had the snalLest mean

difference (0"75) ; although, not significantly different
from that of boys boarding (category À) schools (Mean

Difference = 1.60). Again, although, boys boarding schoors

had the highest mean performance on the DIME and national
KCPE, âs shown in Tables 3O and 31, the increase in
performance (Mean Difference = 1.60) is not significantry
different from that, experíenced in the co-ed.ucational day

(cat,egory C and D) schools.
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Agqreoate Score

The ANov.A for aggregate score on the DIME, presented in
Table 2r, shows that, there is a significant sínple main

effect (F(3, 552¡=71.00, p=O.OOOI). The mean comparison for
categ'ories A, B, C I and D, presented in Table 33 , shows

that, category A is significantly different from B, c and. D

(p=0.0r); categories B and c are not significantly different
from each other (p>0.01); and, category D is significantly
different from A, B and C (p=O.Of).

The ANovA for the aggregate scores on the national
KCPE, presented in Table 22, shows that, there is a

significant sirnple main effect (F(3, 557)=53.99, p=O.OOOI).

The comparison of the mean performance for categories A, B,

C, and D, presented in Tab1e 34, shows that category A is
significantly different from B, C and. Ð (p:O.OI); categories
B and c are not significantly different from each other
(p>0.01); and, category D 1s significantly d.ifferent from À,

B and C (p=0. 01) .

The .ANovA for the mean difference, presented. in Table

23, shows that, there is significant símple main effect
(F(3, 557)=),12, p=0.0001). This means that there is a

significant difference between DrME and national KcpE

aggregate score performance. on the national KcpE standard g

pupils had higher aggregate performances than on the DIME.

This supports ''he hlrpo-uhesis that,, there is a síqnificant
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performance difference between DÏME and national KcpE in the

aggregate scores.

' The mean difference comparison for categories A, B, cl
and D, presented in Table 35, shows that, categories A, C

and D are not significantry different from each other
(p>0.01); and, category B is significantly different from A,

C and D (p=0.01). This means that, not only do the girls
boarding (category B) schools have the smalrest mean

difference between DIME and nationar KcpE, but they also
differ significantly from the other three categories. Boys

boarding and co-educational day schools had more or less the
same aggregate mean increase on the national KCPE.

Correlational analvsis

Table 36 presents the pearson correlations between DIME

and nationar KCPE in each curriculum area and aggregate

performance for the school categories A, B, C, and D. The

correlations are in a positive direction; and, range from

r=.42 in science and Agriculture for category c schools to
r=.89 in Aggregate performance for Category Ã, schools. The

overall (n=561) correlations are: English language r=.65;
Mathematics r="66i Science and Agriculture r=.60; and,

Aggregate score r= " 87 . All correlations in Table 3 6 rárere

all significant, at p=O"OOO1. Since all the correlations
were positive and !,rere determined to be statistically
significanÈ, the hypothesis r,ras supported. In oiher words,
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there is positive relationship between DrME and national
KCPE. Those pupils who score high on the DIME are more

likely to score high in the national KcpE examination.

conversery, those pupils who score low in the DIME are not
likery to score high in the national KcpE examination.

How high (or good) are these correl-ations? As Gronrund

(1981) states, ¡unforÈunatery, sinple and straightforward.
ans!ì/ers cannot be givent (p. 75). similarly, Nitko (1983)

says that ¡There is no magic point on the number line above

which lÍe good correration coefficients and below which lie
poor onest (p. 82). There are three extremes: when

r= +1.00 - perfect positive relationship;
r= 0.00 - no relationship; and,

r= -1.00 - perfect negative relationship.
rn essence, the interpretation of r depends on particular

ínterpretive contexts and sample size. rn this study, the

correrations ïrere linked to minimum and maximum, and mean

performancei and, interpreted ín terms of the rore of DIME

as a preparatory exercise for the national KCPE.

Although, the mean performance for DIME are relativery
lower than those of nationar KcpE, the correrations indicate
that those standard 8 pupils who score hÍgh on the DIME are

more Iikely to score high on the national KcpE" since, the

mean difference are positive (KCPE ninus DIME), those pupils
who score high on the DÏME are likely to have higher scores

on the naiionai KCPE. This point, is also reinforced by
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minimun and maximum scores. First, except, for multi-stream
co-educationar schoors in Aggregate and. boys r boarding in
science and Agricurture, the mini¡num scores on the national
KCPE are relatively higher than on the DÏME. second, the
study shows that maximum scores &rere naintained or
increased. More importantly, the positive correlations seem

to indicate that score performance in the two examinations

were positively-rerated. Those standard 8 pupils who score
high on the DÏME are more rikely to have high score
performance on the national KCPE"
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CTIAPTER FTVE

DISCUSSTOS{, A¡ID RECOH}4ENDATTONS

ovERvrEws This chapter present,s the sunmary of the findings;
discusses the educational implications; reconmendations for
educational improvenent; and, suggestions for further
research.

SiiMI,fÄRY OF THE FINDINGS

Firstr on the District rnternar Mock Examination

(DIME), standard I pupils had lower scores as compared to
their scores national Kenya Certificate of Priraary Education

(KCPE) in English Language, Mathematics, Science and

Agriculture, and Aggregate performance. The mean difference
(KCPE minus DIME) lrere positive and significanÈ (p:O.OOOI)"

Second, boys boarding schools had significantly higher
lever of perfornance on the DIME and national KcpE in
Mathematics, science and Agriculture and Aggregate scores.

The nulti-stream co-educationar day schools had lower revel

of performance in English Language, science and A,griculture

and Aggregat,e scores" The girls boarding and nulti-stream
co-educational day schools had the lowest level of
performance in Mathematics on the DIME and national KCPE.

The boarding schools had significantly higher mean
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performances in English Language, although on the nationat
KCPE single stream co-educationar day schoors rr/ere not,

significantly different from girls boarding schools.
Third, the DIME performance positively and

significantly correlate with the national KcpE performance

in all the three curriculum areas and aggregate performance

(p=0.0001) " The aggregate performance had the highest
correrations in-aI1 schoor categories. Thus, those pupils
who score high on the DIME are likely to score high in the
national KCPE examj-nation; and, they are more 1ikely to
obtain higher aggregate scores on the natíonal KcpE

DISCUSSTON

The perfomance difference between DrgfE and KCpE

There are three plausible explanations for the mean

difference between DIME and national KcpE scores. First, it
is possible that on the DIME the crass teachers strictry
graded their pupils. strict scoring may be used to show the
pupíIs that they need to r¡ork hard to improve their
performance in the national KcpE examinations. second, it is
possibre that on the DIME class teachers and pupils had not
covered all the materÍaI that was tested" Thus, by the tine
the pupils sat for national KcpE, these areas had been

taughti and, hence, led to the change in the pupils average

perforn'rance. Third., there ís possibiliiy ihat DIME may have
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been more diffícult than nat,ional KcpE guestion itenst KcpE

is natíon-wide normed to cater for the 42 districts in
Kenya.

the school variation in performance

Thias and carnoy (]973) found thaÈ boarding secondary

schools in Kenya had higher revel performance than day

secondary schools. rt seems, too, that at prirnary l_evel in
Kenya, boarding prirnary echooLs have higher rever of
perfonnance when compared with day prirnary schoors. Boarding
pri-mary (single-sex) schoors tend to be a carefully self-
selected cluster because, first, pupirs to these schoors are
recruited through interviews and, second., the abirity to pay

the boarding fees to a rarge extent determine pupil
enrolment in these schoors. Boarding schools tend to have

pupils from different ethnic groups and they are more rikery
to chat among themselves in English language than those in
co-educationar day schools. Furthermore, it is plausible
that pupils in boarding schoors are less distracted by

domestic chores in the evenings and weekends; and, therefore
have more reading tine and ampre reading facilities than

their counterparts in day priurary schools.

rt is interesting to note that girlsr boardi.ng prirnary

schoors (category B) do poorly in Mathenatics on the DIME

and national KCPE as compared to other school categories.
This ís in supporÈ of Eshiwani¡s (t9gS) findings at
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secondary school education in Kenya. Eshiwani found that
girls¡ secondary schools did poorly in Mathematics. Eshiwani

argues that girrsr schools do poorry in Mathernatics because
rgreater dernands are made on female children to assist with
household chores, care for younger siblings and. fetch
firewood and watert (p. 99). He add.s that, society does not
provj-de opportunities to encourage girrs to do welr in
Mathematics. careers related to Mathematics and. science are

traditionally viewed as mare careers. Furthermore, society
expects girlsr to do poorry in Mathematics; thls leads to
what Eshiwani cal1s Methenaphobia or rmathematics anxíetyt
(p. 106 ) .

since gender perfor::nance dif ferences was not the
intention of this study, the educationar explanations and

irnplÍcations on ï/hy girlsr boarding schools do poorly in
Mathematics are linited. Further research ís needed to
highlight the developmental and environmental factors that
infruence pupils0 acadenic achievement in Kenya. For

instance, why do girls¡ boarding schoor do poorly in
Mathenatics as compared to boys¡ boarding schools?

The positive correlations

The nain purpose of this study was to deternine the

relat,ionship between the DIME and nationar KcpE scores for
standard I pupils. The correlational coefficients presented
.i* m^L1^ 

^a -L---- 
!L-!r-rr Ào.rrr-E r o srruws rnat tr¡ese coerrLcl_gnts vrgre alr l_n a
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positive direction and significant. FirsÈ, this implies that
there is positive relationship between the DIME scores and

national KCPE scores. There is some sÍmirarity in academic

achievement performance between the DrME and national KcpE

examinations. The strength of this interpretatÍon can be

alluded to the fact that primary curriculum in Kenya is
centrarry prescribed by the Ministry of Ed.ucation; and, alr
districts folLow the same syIlabi. The DIME are mainry used

to assess and gauge how prepared the standard g pupirs are

for the national KCPE examinations.

second, the time period (about three months) between

the DIME and nationar KcpE may also account for the high
correlational coefficients. This time period is most 1ikeIy
used for intensive revisions and exarnination coaching for
standard 8 pupils. There Ís a possibility that class
teachers and pupils put more effort in the rfinal daysr that
lead t,o change in the lever of performance in national KcpE

as compared to the level of performance on the DIME.

However, this interpretation doee not ascertain the actual
cause-effect link; and, wê cannot deterrnine the inpact of
the DIME on the lever of performance in Èhe nationar KcpE.

As Gay ( 1981) advises, , A significant correlation
coefficient may suggest a cause-effect relationship but does

not establish oner (p. 1gB).

Third, and in a peripheral manner, DIME scores do not

seem to lack objeet,ivity" objeetivity is here defíned as ihe
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degree to which every examiner of the pupilrs performance

wirr give exactly or nearry the same score (cronbach, 1970).

As outlined in chapter Two, nationar KcpE consist of
multiple-choice and essay (English language and Kiswahili)
items. Murtiple-choice iterns are computer scored; and, the
essay j-terns are scored by trained external examiners. since,
Èhe external examiner have no idea of who the pupirs are, vre

can assume that they are less biased. on the other hand,

DIME are scored by the class teachers. Both the rnultiple-
choice and essay items are manuarly scored.. several studj-es

have shown that teacher-pupir rapport can influence the
essay scoring (Daly & Dickson-Markham, rggz; Hughes, Keering
& Tuck, 1980a, r980b) . Despite the teacher-pupil rapport in
DïME the correlational coefficients for English language

were positive and significant in all the four school
categories" The crass teacher scoring, however subjective it
is, can significantly correlate with external examiners

(Arap-Maritim, r9g7; Hopkins & st.anIey, tg8r) . The class
teacher assigned score may be one or tr*o points away from

the external examiner¡s score, but can be a useful pred.ictor
or indicator of the pupils future level of performance in
external exarninations 

"

EDUCATIONA,L IHPLICATTONS

Âs outlined in Chapter Twc, the Kenyan ed.ucation systern
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has had external examinations since the colonial period
(Anderson, 1970). The national KcpE plays an irnportant role
in .assessing academic achievement in the g-year primary

curriculumi provides infornation on the level of nationaL
performance and curriculum implernentation at prirnary revel;
and, more pertS-nently, provides a yardstick f or
certification, serection and allocation of prirnary grad.uates

int,o secondary schools (and job urarket). rt is because of
the importance attached to these functíons that the DIME are

organized: to gauge and prepare standard g pupirs for the
national KCPE examinations. As indicated. earlier, the
content assessed in the DIME and nationar is presumed to be

the same; and, thus, courd account for the high correlations
between the two examinat,ions. The DIME acts as a model, a

mock testing for the national KcpE. And, since they are

taken about three nonths before national KcpE this
sÈrengthens the eNplanation of the high positive
correlat,ions. However, the time may be arnple enough to
allow for the class teachers and pupirs to put more effort
in the tfinar days t that result in the increased
perfornrance.

As outlined in Chapter Two, external examinations, like
national KCPE, have been strongly criticised for the

tendency to measure current performance of pupirs regardless
of the psychological and socio-contextuar factorsi for
limiting pedagogical (ínstructional) aetívities ì for
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encouraging competition and individualization rather than

collaborati.on; and, for reínforcíng status quo.

Nevertheless, there is no education system that is probren-

free, 1et, alone the examination system. rn Engrand,

Mortimore and Mortj-more (1984) have observed that, external
examinations have continued to hold a strong grip on the
education systen despite the severar attempts to aborish
them" Mathehrs - (198s) sees external examj-nations as

inevitable where educational openings for the next levels
are linited. rn Third world countries, as indicated in
chapter Two, external examinations are highry regarded and

widery considered as objective and neutrar. Educational
planners are faced with difficulties of choosing between

different nodatit,ies of externally examining pupils rather
than abolishing the examinations. The DIME is organized as

response to, and as a preparation moder for, these highly
regarded functions of natlonal examinations. Hence, DIME

positively and significantly correlate with nationar KcpE.

Those pupils who score high on the DIME are more rikely to
obtain high scores on the national KCPE,

.As described in chapter one, nationar KcpE is a formal
paper-pencil exanination that is externally adninístered by

the Kenya Nationar Examination council (KltEc) at the end

(thus, summative) of prirnary schooling (thus, product).

These are the areas in r¡hich the KcpE has often been

criticised. The neÈ' e-4-4 system has made proposals to de-
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enphasize the summative aspect. .å,lthough, the g-4-4 systen
t¡as inaugurated in 1994, KcpE remains summative. A

discussion with one official at Kenya National Examination
council indicated to the researcher thaÈ there are several
technícalities (issues) that have not been worked out. one

of the major issues pointed to the researcher hras the
guestion of how to maintain standards given the geographical
and schoor faciJity variation. Two examples erere given to
illustrate the problems and issues that exist:

1. Hut building project: *How do you tesÈ traditional
hut building? Do you assign scores to the group as a

whole or the individuar pupil? what about the material:
in urban areas you do not have grass. And so on...m
2" Maize planting as a project: rrt takes about four
rnonths in some parts of Machakos whire it takes eight
months in Molo. Weather and other interferences would make

it difficult to assess. Leave arone that, urban schoors

have no land. o o!! (personar interview, June zL, 19gg)"

These issues are not easy to overcome. Effective and

meaningfur educat,ional change, including examination and

assessment innovation, demand that several factors must be

carefully weighed (Fu11an, 1982). rn educationar
examinations and assessment, Rowntree (19g7) suggests,

educational pranners should consider the weight of four
€aa#a-^ 

-^--1-- -l--^-!l ^---rracEors, nâi-rrÊIy, educatioRai_ relevance, respecÈabiiiÈy,
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inert,ia, and cost, when selecting suitable and appropriate
nodality. Rowntree advises that:

any assessment innovation that will cost more, challenge

locaL traditions, or dif fer frorn our inst,itutionrs
tsignificant others¡ have been believed to expect, can be

justified by firmly establj-shing its greater educational
relevance (p. J-67) "

rt is urith this-in nind that it is recommended that a study
be conducted to determine how the DÏME shourd be

incorporated in the natíonal KcpE. The DIME exíst (there is
the impetus) in nearly arl districts (costs are already

being incurred) in Kenya. Furthermore, since the DIME are

district-based, this wourd be in line with the present

District Focus for Rural Development.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Linitat,ions of these recomnendations

First, since this studyrs location were not randomry

selected, by all means we cannot assume that findings are

generalizabre t,o other district areas in Kenya with
different physical and socio-economic environment. second,

the study is liniÈed to relationship between the DÏME and

national KCPE for standard I pupils. we cannot generalize on

the factors that contribute to the Ievel of performance in
the national KCPE and the level of influence of DIME on that
perfonnance. ThÍrd, the following reconmendations shourd be

treated as possible suggestions on how the DIME could be

used for other educational purposes.

Recommendation one

The Drffi scores shourd be incorporated into the
national KCPE achievement scores as a continuous assessment

of the standard I pupils.

Learning is a continuous process, continuous assessment

and testing should be part, of this 1earning and

instructionar process in the Kenyan primary schools. The

DIME can provide fornative assessment for the standard g

pupils; thus, help to make rrcontinuous ( formative)

assessment an integral parÈ of evaluating students abilities
and achievementsrr as emphas j-zed in the e-4-4 system
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(Ministry of Education, Nov. 7 | 1984). Furthermore, by

acknov¡ledging and integrating the DIME, this may provide a

strong leeway for teaching and testing local (District.)
environments (Geography, History, etc. ) that are not
possible to assess in the national KcpE. The DÏME can

incrude specifÍc ítems to test the District specific
environment.

Recommendation two

The DrME eNamination shourd contribute about one third
(L/31 of Ëhe national KcpE achievement, s¡cores in al-l- the

curriculu.a areas examined.

As indicated one of the obj ectives of the ne\,{ B-4-4

system is to reduce the current over-dependence on summative

externally adninistered KcpE and assist in locarization of
the pri-nary schoor curriculum (educational relevance

criteria) " The dist,rict centres shourd be given the mandate

to test the pupils in their district and the scores assigned

to contribute a reasonable proportion in the final KcpE

achievement scores. rt is hereby suggested that one-third of
the national KCPE should come from the DIME.

This reconmendation nay be challenged on the grounds of
national standards, nepotísm and tribalism, and thus,

challenge national unity. on the contrary, first, this wourd

be in line with the present District Focus for Rural

Development sÈrategy. The DÏME are organized at, the dist,rict
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lever and they would provide an opportunity for district
educational officers to strengthen assessment in their
schoors. second, this would provide a leeway for testing the
loca1 (district specific) environment. when school child.ren

and teachers know that knowledge on their local environment

would be tested, v¡e can be certain that knowledge (or course

work) would be taught ín schools. As indicated, examinations

have strongry -influence on the classroom instructional
activities (oxenhan, rggz) " Thus, this would go arong uiay in
naking examinations educationally relevant, a justífication
that is of great importance (Rowntree, l9B7). And, third,
this would provide teachers an administrative and rnotivating
device (Turner, 1984). Teacher-pupils rerationship is likely
to be strengthened when pupils know that their teachersl
assessrnent wourd contribute a fairry reasonable weight to
the national KCPE scoreÊ.

Recommendation three

Each District, should publish a DI¡{E t{ewsletter.
It is hereby reconmended that there should be a regular

analysis of the standard I pupilsr performance in each

examinati-on paper and in each itern of the DIME. The District
Education officiats particularly the District rnspectorate
personnel and the District Examination officers (as they are

the staff closest to the teachers) shourd be encouraged to
prepare, publish and distribute a DIME Newsletter. This can
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be si¡nilar to the National KCpE Newsretter that is pubrished
It to as s i st change , bring about I need.ed ] cont inued
improvement in teaching nethodology and a more improvement

in candidatesr performances in all subjects examined in the
prirnary curriculumrr (KNEC t LgB7, rntroduction) . whire the
National KCPE Newsletter help teachers to revierr the pupirst
performance in the previous year, the DrME Newsletter could.

and would asqist teachers to assess their teaching
strategies, do the necessary adjustnents, and advise the
standard I pupils as they prepare for the national KcpE.

The r¿hole process of preparing and producing the newsletter
would also provide an opportunity for many classroom

teachers at Èhe District level to be involved and have first
hand experience in ite¡n anarysis and be able to appreciate
statistics that are reported in the Nationar KcpE

Newsletters.

Recommendation four

There shourd be DiEtrict-wide in-sen¡ice training on

measurement, evaluat,ion and curricuh¡m developnent"

There is no concrete data on the revel of skilrs and

experience prinary school teachers in Kenya have on

measurement and evaluation. There are reasons to assume that
these are lacking or not well coordinated. There are

indications that, class teachers generally lack these skills
(Stiggins & Bridgeford ì 1982) " More often than not, on the
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pre-service traíning measurement and evaruation is scantly
taught as one of the topics in professional studies. There

is no doubt that class Èeachers need skills on measurenent

and evaluation; and, greatly need then when what they teach
ends up in an external examination. Mather,¡s (1985) argues

I,Ihile it is to be hoped that teachers do not entirery
base their teaching on the expectations of Iexternal]
examiners, ít, .would be wrong to pretend that this is not
a doninating factor in those courses which terminate in
a public fexternal] examination (p. 90) "

rt is necessary for each district to arrange in-service
training on measurement and evaluation; and, encourage

teachers to col-laborativery share these skills. Again, the
present District rnternal Mock Examination system provides a

useful forum for teachers to practice their skirl in forrn of
examination subject paners when setting and analyzing the
pupils resultsi and, when publishing the proposed DIME

Newsletter. The DIME would not only be used for gauging and

preparing standard I pupils for natj.onal KcpE, but wourd

help:

i) teachers and district education officers to be more

enlightened on how examinations are developed and

organized;

ii) teachers to conduct useful, feasible, proper and

technically-sound examination tests for inst,ructional
?ì11Lñ^eê o
l/b¡!/vse,
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iiÍ) t,eachers and education officers to develop a clear
perspective about the rore of examination in education,.

and,

iv) facilitate curriculum development in Kenya.
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FURTHER RESEARCH

1. As indicated, correlational studies do not
ascertain the cause-effect rerationship. There is need for
further research to ascertain the irnpact, of DrME on the
level of performance in national KCPE.

2 " As indicated, the DIME are widery cond.ucted in many

districts in Kenya. fhis study has demonstrated. that the
DIME is closely related to nationar KcpE. There is need. fór
further research to find out the present proced.ures and

problems of organizing the DIME, and perception of classroom

teachers perception about DfÌfE.

3. As indicated, further research is needed. to
highlight the developmentar and environmentar factors that
interactively infruence pupils¡ schoor achievement in Kenya.
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TABÏ,ES

Table 1.

Sarnple Schools Studied

Total Standard
No. of Teaching I Total Schoo1

cafegory sctrools staff Enrollment pupir Enrollment

A Boys only 2 19

B Gir1s only 2 16

78

68

670

597

2,r3L

5t625

9 ,023

C Co-ed f 4 79 I34

D Co-ed II 4 15I 37L

Tota1 12 265 651
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Table 2 "

Category Kericho K]-Sl-l- ToËaL

A

B

c

D

Boys

Girls
Co-ed

Co-ed

TotaI

only

only

I
II

33 (5.888) 42

3s (6.242) 32

7o (12.488) 56

L42 (25.31&) 1s1

28O (49"e1e) 28r

75 (13.378)

67 (11.e48)

126 (22,462)

2e3 (52.23*)

561 (100.00*)

(7 .4eZ)

(s.70e)

( e. e88)

(26.e22)

(50.0e8)
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3.

st
TabIe

Gender Kericho K]-S ]- I Total

Boys

Girls
Total

t64 (2e "232)
116 (20.688)

28O (4e. e1t)

1s5 (27 .63?.)

L26 (22"462)

28r (s0.oet)

3Ie (56.868)

242 (43.148)

561 (100.00&)
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Table 4

The Frequencv Distribution in percentage of performance in
Encr1ísh Languacre. Mathematics . science and Aqricurture

(19861

Curriculum Area Exam Scores 1 - 6 Scores 7-

T2

English Language DIME 7I.48 ZB"S2
KCPE 28 .7 0 7t "29

Mathematics DIME 75"04 24.96
KCPE 54.18 45.81

Scíence and DIME 74.68 25"32Agriculture KCPE 49.37 50.63

(n = 561)
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'r'aþre 5

The Freguency Distribution in percentaqe of perfonnance in
Engi-ish Lanquage by Schoo1 Categorv (19861

Gender Exam Scores 1 6 Scores 7 - 12

A. Boys
Only

B. Girls
Only

C. Co-ed
I

D. Co-ed
rr

TotaI

DÏME
KCPE

DÏME
KCPE

DTME
KCPE

DTME
KCPE

DIME
KCPE

38"67
9.35

50"67
11. 98

65.89
22 "22

85.87
40 "28

7L,48
29 "32

61"33
90.65

49.25
88.11

34.15
77.78

l-2.96
59 "72

28"52
7t"29

(n=561)
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Table 6

The Freguency Distribution in Percentaqe of Perfomance in
Mathematics for the Four Schoo1 Catesories l1986) "

Gender Scores 1 - 6 Scores 7 12

A. Boys
Only

B. Gir1s
OnIy

C. Co-ed
I

D. Co-ed
ÏI

Total

DTME
KCPE

DIME
KCPE

DÏME
KCPE

DIME
KCPE

DIME
KCPE

43.98
18"70

86.60
68. 68

65. 09
33"30

84.63
68.93

75 "O4
54. 18

56"02
8L.23

13.48
31.41

34 "86
66"65

15.34
31.06

24 "96
4s.81
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Tab1e 7

The Freguency Distribution ín percentage of perfornance in

(198_6)

Gender Exam Scores t - 6 Scores 7 - L2

A. Boys
Only

B. Glrls
Only

C. Co-ed
I

D. Co-ed
II

Total

DTME
KCPE

DIME
KCPE

DTME
KCPE

DIME
KCPE

DIME
KCPE

32.01
10.70

65.66
49"33

70"84
33 " 35

89"39
66.19

74.69
49 "37

67.99
89.38

34.34
50.75

29 "39
66"70

10.57
33 "77

25 .32
50. 63
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Table I
The. Freq'uencv Distribution in percentage of

SchooI
Category N Exam

Aggregate Scores

6-24 25 36 37 48 49 60 61 -72

A" Boys
Only 75

B. Girls
Only 67

C. Co-ed
I L25

D" Co-ed
II 293

Total
561

1.33
2.66

2.99
0

4.76
2"38

t7 .45
8.19

10.87
5"174

13"33
4.00

38.81
13.43

47.244
10.32

54 "274
32.7 6

44.924
2L.57

33.33
17.33

43 .284
62.6gb

38.10
37 "30

24 "9L
39.93b

31.19
39. O4b

DIME
KCPE

DIME
KCPE

DTME
KCPE

DIME
KCPE

DÏME
KCPE

41.334 ro"67
30.67 45.33b

t4"93 0
20 "90 2.99

7 ,94 3.97
39.68b 10.32

3.07 0
14.33 4"78

10.70 2 "32
22 "99 11.23

a- Modal class
b- Modal class

DTME
national KCPE

for
for
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Table 9

School Exam
category

English
Language

Math" Science & Aggregate
Agriculture Score

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

A. Boys DIME
only KCPE

B" Girls DTME
only KCPE

C. Co-ed DIME
I KCPE

D. Co.ed DIME
IT KCPE

1
I

1
I

I
3

I
I

2 ---
5 ---

1

3 ---
I
I ---

1
2 ---

J_5 6/
15 72

17 58
26 63

18 66
18 70

9 --- 56
7 --- 68

T2
T2

T2
L2

T2
T2

t2
t2

T2
L2

11
t2

T2
T2

L2
T2

T2
t2

10
11

I2
T2

T2
T2

Overall DIME
KCPE

T2
T2

I2
I2

I
I

9
7

I
1

I2
t2

I
L

67
72
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Table 10

Means and standard Deviations of performance in English

Agcrregate By Schoo1 Categorv (1986)

School Exam
Category

English
Language

Math Science &

Agric.
Aggreg.
score

-M SD M SD SD MM SD

A Boysr DIME
¡1 = 75 KCPE

B Gir1s ' DIME
11 = 67 KCPE

C Co-ed I DIME
n = 127 KCPE

D Co-edTT DIME
n = 293 KCPE

Overall DIME
n = 561 KCPE

I "29 3.36
9.55 2 "05

7,57 2.90
8 "76 t"74

6.13 1.87
8.55 2 "20

4"70 1.95
7 .48 2.33

5.84 2"67
8. 15 2.32

7.00 2.46
8.89 2.4L

4,42 2.I9
6"15 2"L6

6.11 2"64
7 "87 2.80

4"92 2"I2
5.75 2 " 45

5.41 2.44
6 "70 2.70

7 "69 1.87
9"29 2"36

6. 13 1. 63
6.88 I" 44

5.49 3.23
7 .83 2"36

3"74 2"28
5.96 2"45

4.95 2.80
6,94 2"60

48.12
56.12

39.19
44,12

38.44
44"04

32 .07
39.36

36.50
44"12

10.49
11.93

8.93
7 .29

9.13
10.45

8. 17
11.71

10.43
12"47

M = Mean SD = Standard Deviations
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Tab1e 1I

School Cateqory (1986)

School
Category

English
Language Mathematics

Science &

Agriculture
Aggregate

Performance

A Boys only
n=75

B Girls only
n=67

C Co-ed I
n=I27

D Co-ed II

1.25

r. 19

2.41

2 "78

1.89

I.73

t.7 6

0.83

L.29

1. 60

0.75

2 .33

2"22

1.99

7.99

4,93

9. 60

7 .29

7 "62

n=293
Overall
n - 561 2.3I
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Table 12

ANOVÂ, for English Languacre on the DIME

Source of Variation df SS MS F p

schoor category 3 ro45.s3 34B.sr 66.06 .ooor-

Unexplained SS7 Zg3g "67 S,2g

Total 560 3IB4.ZO
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Tab1e 13

Source of Variation df

School category

Unexplained

Total

3

s57

560

322 "30

2699.L3

302t " 42

IO7 "43 22 "77

4.85

.0001
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Tab1e 14

ANOV.A for Mean Difference in Encrlish Lanquage

Source of Variation df SS MS F p

School category 3 234.61 78 "ZO Ig.2S . OOO1

Unexplained SS7 2262 "66 4 "06
Total 560 Z4g7 "27
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Table 15

A,NOVÄ for Mathematics on the DIME

Source of Variation df SS MS F p

School category 3 3 86.43 t?g. 81 24.38 . OO01

Unexpla j-ned SS7 Zg43 . Og S " ZB

Total 560 33Z9.Sz
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Table 16

ANOVA for Mathematics on the National KCPE

Source of variation df SS MS F p

School category 3 916.56 Z7Z"Ig 46.3A .OOO1

Unexplained SS7 327I"93 S"87

Total 560 40BB.4B
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Table L7

Source of Vari_ation df

School category

Unexpla j-ned

Total

3

557

560

130.58

2426 " 64

2557 "22

43.53 9 "99

4.36
" 0001
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Table 18

Source of Variation df SS

School category

Unexplained

Total-

3

557

560

TLZT.57

3263.03

4384.60

373 .8 6 63 "82

5.86

.0001
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Tab1e 19

ANovA for science and Agriculture on the National KCpE

Source of Variation df SS MS F p

Schoo1 category 3 794 "35 264.78 49 .24 . OOO1

Unexplained 557 2ggí.34 S.38

Total 560 3799 "69
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Tab1e 20

ANovA for Mean difference in science and Aqricurture

Source of Variation df SS MS F p

Schoo1 category 3 145.18 48.39 8"62 .OOOI

Unexplained SS7 3128.71 S " 62

Total 360 3 Z73.Bg
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Table 2I

ANOVA for Aggreqate score on the DIME

Source of Variation df SS MS F p

schoor category 3 r6es4 "42 s618.21 71" oo . oool
Unexplained SS7 4407 3.63 79.L3

Total 560 6 Og2g.2S
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fable 22

ANOVA for Aqcrreqate Score on the National KCPE

Source of variation df SS MS F p

school category 3 19379.10 64sg "70 53. 09 . oo0r

Unexplained SS7 67769.14 t2t.67
Tota1 560 g7t4ï "24
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Table 23

OV

Source of Variation df SS MS pF

Schoo1 category

Unexplained

Total

3 to24 "68

557 20865 " 69

560 2t890 "37

9 "12 ,0001341.56

37 ,46
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Table 24

rs Mu

Lanquaqe On the DIME.

School Category n M ranked Significance*

À. Boys only

B. Girls only

C. Co-ed. f

D. Co-ed. II

75

67

t26

293

8"29

7 .57

6. 13

4"70

Not Different

Different
Different

(df=S57 MSE=5"25 *p=.01)
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Table 25

I

Language on the National KCpE

School Category n M ranked Significance*

A. Boys only

B. Gir1s only

C. Co-ed. I
D. Co-ed. II

75

67

L26

293

9. 55

8.76

8.55

7 "48

Not Different
Not Different

Different
(df=557 MSE=4.85 *p=0.0I)
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Table 26

I

Lanquage.

Test

School category n D ranked Significance*

D. Co-ed fI

C. Co-ed I

A. Boys only

B. Gir1s only

293

t26

75

67

2,79

2.4r

t"25

1. 19

Not Different

Not Different

(df=557 MSE=4.06 *p=0" OI)
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Table 27

Mathematics on the DIME

School category n M ranked Signif icance"t

A" Boys only

C. Co-ed. I

D. Co-ed. fI

B. Girls only

75

IZ6

293

67

7 "00

6.11

4.92

4,42

Different
Different

Not Different

(df=S57 MSE=S.28 *p=0.01)
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Nat,ional KCpE.

School category M ranked Significance*

Ã,. Boys only

C. Co-ed. I
B. Gir1s only

D. Co-ed. II

_75

t26

67

293

8.89

7 .87

6"1_5

5.75

Different
Different

Not Different

(df=557 MSE=S.87 *p=O.Ot)
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Tab1e 29

rs

Mathematics.

School category n D ranked Significance*

À. Boys only

C. Co-ed. I
B. Gir1s only

D. Co-ed. ff

75

L26

67

293

1. 89

I.7 6

].73

0.83

Not Different

Different
(df=557 MSE=4.36 *p=0.01)
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Table 30

"

School category n M ranked Significance*

À. Boys only

B. Girls only

C. co-ed. I
D. Co-ed. II

'75

67

]-26

293

7 .69

6. 13

5.49

3.74

Different

Not Different

Different
(df=S57 MSE:S.86 *p=0.01)
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School category n M ranked Significance*

A. Boys only

C. Co-ed. I
B. GÍrls only

D. Co-ed. II

75

]-26

67

293

9 .29

7"83

6.88

5.96

Different,

Different
Different
Different,

(df=557 MSE 5"38 *p=0.0I)
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32

l^È

Table

and Agriculture

School category M ranked Significance*

C. Co-ed. I

D. Co-ed. II

.4. Boys only

B. Girls only

t26

2.93

75

67

2"33

2 "22

1. 60

0.75

Not Different

Not different

(df=557 MSE=5. 62 *p=0. O1)
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Table 33

Agqregate Score on the DIME

School category M ranked Significance*

A. Boys only

B. Girls only

C. Co-ed. I
D. Co-ed. Ir

75

-67

]-26

293

48.13

39.19

38.44

32"07

Different

Different
(df=S57 MSE=79.13 'tp=0. O1)
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School category M ranked Significance*

.4. Boys only

C. Co-ed. f
B. Girls only

D. Co-ed. ff

75

L26

67

293

56.12

48"04

44 "12

39.36

Different

Not Different

Different
(df=S57 MSE=12 I.67 'tp:0. Ot)
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Table 35

rs

.A,crgrecrate Score

School category n D ranked Significance*

C. Co-ed. I

A" Boys only

D. Co-ed. If

B" Girls only

L26

.75

293

67

9.60

7 .99

7 "29

6 "93 Different
(df=557 MSE=3 7 " 46 *p=0. Of)
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Table 36

National KCpE (1986)

School
category

English Mathematics
Language

Science &

Agric.
Aggregate

score

A. Boys
n=75

B. Girls
n=67

C" Co-ed
n=12 6

D" Co-ed
n=293

Overall
n=561

only

r

rr

.58

.54

.63

.61

.65

"73

.78

.70

.50

.66

.67

"46

.42

.53

.60

.89

"78

"82

.86

.87

(*p=o. ooo1)
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APPENDTX A

Schoo1 data sheet

1. School District
2" Pupil enrolment: total (1986) _ STD 8

3. Category of school:

_ Boysr boarding

_ Girlst boarding

- 
Single sÈream co-educational day

_ Multi-stream co-educational day

(Nurnber of streans _)
4. Exam performance in 19g6:

DIME

_KCPE

5. Number of staff members (1987):


